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Chapter 2419
Hearing this voice, George suddenly opened his eyes, and saw the blue sky in front of
him, the white clouds curling up, the green land under his feet, and the fragrant grass.

Nearby, the sea washes the cliff walls.

“Welcome, George, welcome to the corner of the end of the sky!” As

soon as the voice fell, a black figure suddenly appeared in its original form, and a
white-faced black-clothed monster appeared in front of Han three thousand meters
away.

The clothes are like the body of a bat, exaggerated and look disgusting and creepy, and
his face is like a pale face smeared with countless flour and blood-red upper eyes. This
kind of person walks on the street. Needless to say, others know that his identity is not
righteous or evil.

He smiled, showing his gloomy fangs.

“The end of the sky, the corner of the sea?” Looking around, it is indeed like a corner of
a cliff on the horizon, vast and uninhabited, with no green grass in sight, and the sea like
the sky.

“Are you the Night Demon?” George said coldly.

“George, who can be enjoyed by the world, seems to be a good man. Yes, I am the
Night Demon.” The Night Demon sneered softly.

“Knowing you is not because you are a good messenger, but just because your
embarrassed appearance during the day is so easy to remember.” George laughed
coldly.

“What did you say!” Night Demon’s face suddenly became cold.

“Where are my brothers?” George suddenly changed the subject.

Ye Mo sneered coldly and waved his big hand. A huge transparent barrier suddenly
appeared 100 meters away, and within the barrier, hundreds of people were trapped
inside.

In the Jiangbei Seven Monsters, the first one, Big Cake Tian and Two Three, is included.
The Four and Five Monsters including Liu Sha and Seven Sister Ziqing are among
them.



The disciples of the mysterious people alliance and Fuli, as well as some other people in
the rivers and lakes that George knew or did not know.

“Three thousand.”

“Han Daxia!”

“Leader!” As

soon as they saw George, the group immediately asked for help with excitement and
excitement.

However, the barrier prevented them from taking a step forward and could only be
anxious.

“That’s not right, even… even Daxia Han is here, so we… aren’t we finished?”

Someone suddenly thought of something in a hurry and couldn’t help but suddenly lost.

“Let them go.” George said coldly.

“What?” The night demon dug his ears with his hands amusedly, mocking and
disdainfully: “If I heard it right, you were teaching me to do things or ordering me to do
things?”

“George, George, Maybe during the day, you can order me to do anything, but at
night…huh!” The Ye Mo smiled coldly, and then said coldly and anger: “Here, I am the
absolute king.” The words

fell, one The extremely strong black energy was suddenly released from him.

George, who was ten meters away, didn’t feel the slightest sense of it. He just felt that
his chest was suddenly hit by a huge strange force. Then, he flew for several meters,
and finally hit the ground heavily.

“Three thousand!”

“

Leader!” “

Han Daxia!” As George was instantly beaten into the air, everyone’s hearts were
instantly raised in their throats .

After all, George is the only hope for all of them.

Wiping the blood from the corner of his mouth, George smiled lightly, got up from the
ground, looked at the night demon, and said coldly: “It’s interesting.” The



night demon smiled sinisterly, and hugged his hands slightly: “Really? Interesting.”
There are so many things, but

I’m just afraid you can’t afford it?” “I won’t be able to do it? Don’t be like a tortoise in the
daytime, and I will be satisfied.” With a cold voice, George suddenly With an
acceleration under his feet, his body’s strength directly aimed at the night demon and
launched an attack.

“That’s it?”

Facing George’s fierce offensive, Ye Mo didn’t panic, and after a cold contempt, he used
his right hand slightly.

“Bang bang bang!” The

two sides immediately fisted.

George doubled his fists very fast and had great power, but the Night Demon blocked it
with one hand, very easy.

George, who seemed extremely fierce, unexpectedly appeared not fierce in front of the
night demon.

“Huaquan embroidered legs!” With a dismissive smile, Ye Mo’s other idle left hand
suddenly joined, and directly switched from defensive to offensive.

George frowned. Although his fist technique is not superb, because of the chaos in his
body and the blessing of body technique, his speed is extremely fast.

George was not surprised that the Night Demon could stop it, but it was really incredible
to stop it so easily.

“Is it possible that the Demon Dragon guy is right? In this realm, he is the absolute
king?”

“Skyfire, moon wheel!” With a

roar, the sky fire moon wheel instantly rushed from the sky and attached to Han. Above
three thousand fists.

“Broken!”

“Ant!” Faced with George’s inevitable attack, Ye Mo waved his hand angrily.

“Pop!”

George’s whole body was like a flies and mosquitoes. He was directly thrown a dozen
meters away by this hand and hit the ground heavily.



After landing, George’s left hand skyfire weakened, and the purple light of the moon
wheel on his right hand faded.

“What?!” George frowned.

Even the Skyfire Moon Wheel in front of this guy is so unpredictable?

“It’s impossible!”

As the old man said, his understanding of the Skyfire Moon Wheel can only be regarded
as an entry-level, but even if it is only an entry-level, the Skyfire Moon Wheel has the
power to fight even when facing the true god at the beginning. When it comes to Night
Demon, is it so vulnerable?

So, this is impossible!

There must be something weird!

“Worse, even Daxia Han is not that guy’s opponent. We want to get out from here. It’s…
it’s just a dream.”

“Yeah, it’s over, it’s over, this is over, let’s, what shall we do.”

“Don’t be discouraged. Three Thousand is my brother. I know him best. This kid has
nothing impossible to accomplish. He can definitely save us.” Dao Twelve has no
worries at all. As a brother, he only has endless trust. .

“That’s right.” Liu Fang said firmly.

“I also believe that 3000 must be possible!” Fuli’s eyes were also full of trust.

“We also believe in the leader!”

Faced with the firm support of many people, those scattered people who panicked
quickly stabilized their minds.

“That’s right, he is George, the spokesperson of the miracle, what are we afraid of with
him?

Right ?” “Yes, with George, desperate situation is also good.”

Everyone suddenly. smug.

Hearing these voices, George smiled bitterly, miraculous?

How can there be so many miracles? It’s just suffering that ordinary people can’t eat.

Now this weird night demon…



what should I do?

Slowly, George had an idea in his heart, and his whole person stood up from the ground,
with a fierce killing intent in his eyes…

Chapter 2420
Since the dragon said that he is the master here, there are only two ways to break the
prohibition here.

One is that the Soul of the Devil Dragon was directly suppressed by his own golden
body and broke the ban directly from the outside. This is like finding the body of the
Night Demon and killing his body.

In the other way, he is the absolute master in the domain, so if this domain is broken
directly, the so-called master will naturally exist.

George chose the latter.

If you force yourself to be strong, do it like I do!

“Beiming’s four souls formation! Incarnate from the outside, transforming into eight!”

“Earth Fire Heart Sutra!”

“Eight directions thunder, nine days Thunder Dragon!”

“Sky Fire Moon Wheel!”

“Four Beasts Guard!”

Boom! ! !

Bang bang bang!

As George roared in anger, the world changed and the wind and rain rushed away!

The fire on the ground is blazing, the purple thunder is rolling in the sky, and the
nine-day thunder dragon carries an electric body through the clouds. With the blessing
of the eight incarnations, the sky-fire moon wheel transforms into sixteen lightsabers,
breaking in all directions!

“Do you want to play? Then I will accompany you to play a big one.” George smiled
coldly.



When the words fell, George was already black and golden, and his eyes were already
blood red. With his sneer, he was incredibly hideous, and the people who watched were
terrified.

“People say that you can ruin the world with your hands. I always thought it was an
adjective, and it was very capable of describing a person, but today, I know that this is
not an adjective…, this… this is clearly his mother’s explanation. Sentence.” There

is no exaggeration to destroy the world, but I have never seen it with my own eyes
before.

The world is so big that there is nothing strange and nothing, this sentence is obviously
an old saying drawn from a century of lessons.

“This is too crazy, right? The world changes color, there is sky fire on the ground,
thunder in the sky, horror…”

“The demon god is really a demon god, so strong that his mother is hanging.”

Many people were directly surprised by what was in front of them. The elephant was
stunned, although many people had seen the shocking scenes of George fighting the
two gods in the previous Battle of Dragon Mountain.

But…

at that time, I was far away, and I could only see it from a distance. Naturally, it was not
as strong as the shock brought by the close range now.

At this time, George was indeed powerful, especially the blessing of Chaos Qi, which
was far more ferocious than what he was about to come.

He has no reservations!

Give it all out.

What is necessary is that the power of the instant has broken this guy’s domain!

Any procrastination will become his master!

“Break for me!”

Boom!

As George shouted angrily, except for the absence of the top weapon, the Pangu Axe,
all the tricks were directly attacked in an instant.

The void is shattered, the world is on the ground.



The end of the sky is cracking, and the corner of the sea is collapsing!

“George deserves to be George, I have never served any demon or god, but with your
performance now, I will make an exception to call you a demon god.”

“This is your supreme glory, and it is also… …” Speaking of this, the Night Demon
suddenly snorted: “It is also the last name you heard of you!”

“I said, in this field, I am the master, so you…”

“Always be an ant! “

Broken!” With

just a flick of his hand, that hand seemed to be powerful, carrying a gust of wind.

“Boom boom!”

The fire of the earth was extinguished, and the nine-day thunder dragon was also
hidden in the dark clouds without reappearing.

What followed was the sixteen sky fire moon wheels, which also suddenly dissipated as
they proceeded.

“Swiss!”

Eight golden bodies were also in this wind, all of them shattered, leaving only George’s
body that was suddenly hit by the strange wind, and the whole person directly fell to the
ground again.

“Puff!” A

mouthful of blood was sprayed instantly.

“How… how is it possible?” George was greatly injured, his eyes staring blankly at the
world that was beginning to return to normal.

When the earth fire and the sky thunder were destroyed, George could be blamed on his
poor academic skills, and the same was true of the sky fire moon wheel.

But…

but the eight golden bodies, it is absolutely impossible for this reason.

It’s not even that they are not good at learning skills, but rather that they have reached
the pinnacle of learning.



Moreover, the defenses of the eight golden bodies are extremely strong. The eight
golden bodies work together to resist and share the damage. At the same time, they are
protected by the immortal mysterious armor and the four heavenly beasts…

Even at the beginning, Lu Wushen and Ao Shane, the two true gods plus each This kind
of magical weapon is also difficult to break, but it is like paper paste in front of this night
demon.

This is really incredible.

“This is in the realm. Is he the absolute king?”

George gritted his teeth, unwillingly looking at the already dazzling Night Demon.

At this time, Mo Yang and the others who were outside also saw George vomiting blood,
and there were a few more wounds on his body, which caused a group of people to
panic for a while.

“Three thousand…Three thousand is…”

“Oh, does he have to be like everyone else?”

“Three thousand, hold on.”

It’s a pity that everyone yelled anxiously, but George himself Not at all conscious.

In the dream, the night demon laughed wildly at this moment.

“Hahahaha, George, George, don’t you think that your first demon god was also
defeated by my night demon. Now, you have listened to the last title, and be my puppet
obediently.”

As soon as the voice fell…

Chapter 2421
As soon as the words fell, a black air instantly enveloped George.

George felt it was difficult to breathe, and the muscles all over his body began to shrink
uncontrollably.

This black air must wrap him like a bag…

“This…”

“Three thousand!”



“Leader!”

Seeing George was directly defeated, tightly and trapped, even if a group of people
were calm again, At this time, he was completely panicked.

But the barrier in front of him was like a mountain, stubbornly lying in front of everyone,
no matter how they tried to break through the barrier, it was meaningless.

“It’s over, it’s over, even George has nothing to do with him, we…we are dead.”

“Yeah, this guy is so perverted, George is so powerful, but he was instantly caught in
front of him. Spike, there is no room for a return. This is not a question of miracles or
miracles. It is… not an order of magnitude at all.”

“Yes, we are all over now.”

Many people simply gave up. Some even just sat on the ground and cried.

George’s arrival brought them so much hope, and now, so much disappointment.

Even though the people around George didn’t cry, he still sighed secretly at this time,
because everyone knew what it meant.

However, unlike other scattered people, they did not give up.

Even if they knew that they couldn’t defeat this Night Demon, they still wanted to save
George.

At this time, George in the black air also felt that his body was beginning to be out of
control, breathing became extremely difficult, and his consciousness began to become
increasingly blurred…

Energy seemed to be losing, and air seemed to be gone. Everything, anti-Buddha is a
dead end…

“Roar!”

Suddenly, almost at this moment, a beast roar suddenly appeared.

The tight, dense black air was suddenly torn apart by a huge hole.

“Roar!” In

front of George’s black air, a fierce beast the size of an ox slammed inside.

“Evil Gourmet!”

The people present recognized this ancient fierce beast at a glance.



Before going to sleep, George released Pan Gu Axe and his three strange beasts, but
only forgot the evil gluttony that had been following him.

Knowing the gluttonous gluttony personality, George did not integrate it with himself like
Linlong and the others, in order to avoid the chaos in the heart of the dragon from being
eaten by this guy.

At the same time, because this guy is not George’s favorite spirit beast, there is no way
to do that.

Therefore, this guy can only be rested by George in his space ring.

In a hurry to save people, George also ignored the existence of this guy. Now, it’s a
blunder, and it’s a different sight.

At least at this critical moment, this guy suddenly appeared to save himself.

“Evil gluttony?”

George, who was not hindered by the black qi, finally came to his senses at this time,
and he was surprised and delighted when he saw the sudden appearance of gluttony.

“How come you guys also appear here? Shouldn’t you think I’m in danger, come to
rescue me as soon as you dream, right?” George smiled helplessly.

“Unfortunately, you guys can’t speak.”

“Roar!”

Evil Gourmet roared suddenly, seeming to respond to George, but also seemed to want
to vent his anger for George. With a leap, he rushed directly to the night demon. .

With the impact of this guy, its body has been getting bigger and bigger in the process.

“Roar!”

When confronted by the night demon, the gluttony of evil had already transformed into a
huge creature, with a huge mouth in his belly. The gluttony was almost the same as the
previous George, and he couldn’t even reflect directly, so he entered the gluttonous
directly. Belly.

“Pretty!” George couldn’t help but cheer when he saw this.

“Awesome!”

At the same time, the scattered people were also extremely excited at this time.



“The ancient evil beast is really an ancient evil beast, and such a difficult guy is gone in
one bite.”

“Haha, there is a good saying, regardless of your fancy, you will be gone with one bite of
Lao Tzu.”

“Say. That’s right.”

“Now, we are saved.” A

group of people were overjoyed, and many people who had just cried in despair also
had smiles on their faces at this time.

But this kind of smile is destined not to last long before it freezes.

“Boom!”

With a huge explosion, a bloody mouth suddenly exploded on the back of Evil Gourmet,
and then a figure directly penetrated the bloody mouth and flew out from the inside.

“What?!” George’s complexion condensed. As the only person who could come back
alive after taking a stomach from Lutie’s mouth, he knew better than anyone the
terrifying part of Lutie’s stomach.

If it weren’t for the special system and the big sucker of the Dragon Heart, his George
had already turned into a pool of fleshy mud, so he was delighted that gluttonous
swallowed the Night Demon into his stomach.

Because even if George was so perverted, it took seven full days, and he couldn’t be
gluttonous, he could only maintain his immortality.

But at this time, the Night Demon broke out in an instant.

“Is this guy really so invincible?”
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